Historical Reports
Knowledge of the life and customs of the Tainos, the first American indigenes to be encountered by Europeans, is based on the work of a handful of writers, some of whom had actually lived and served in the lands whose inhabitants they were describing, and some of whom had not. The first writer to whom we are indebted for information regarding the customs of the Tainos Pane's original report, now lost for centuries, was included in Fernando Colon's biography of his father, the Admiral of the Ocean Sea. However, Fernando's biography was also lost, and is known today only in a translation to Italian published toward the end of the sixteenth century.7 There are numerous modern editions and translations of this 1571 publication, with valuable explanations of variant readings;8 in addition, a paraphrase of an earlier version of Pane's report survives, imbedded in Peter Martyr's Decades of the New World, one of the first histories of the Conquest and a work which we shall consider later in the present study.9 What all of this means, however, is that our contact with this indescribably valuable source is, so to speak, as if wearing heavy mittens or peering at it through a thick fog.
Of the greatest interest is what has come down to us as Pane's description of a musical instrument that he said was used to accompany the singing or recitation of ancient tribal laws.?1 The instrument, named maiohauau in Alfonso Ulloa's 1571 translation, is described as made of wood and hollow, strongly made and very thin, something over a meter long, and half as wide. The part which was played was made in the shape of a blacksmith's tongs, and the other end was like a club. According to Pane as transcribed by Fernando Colon and translated first by Alfonso Ulloa into Italian and thence by the present writer into English for the present study, the instrument was so loud that it could be heard a league and a half away, or say for a distance of some three to five miles. Very good, but what was this device? Some later writers have seen in it a drum, and others have added layers of conjecture to Pane's description. One respected historian has even called it a clarinet.
T But at this late date and at this great distance from the source, who is to say?
As our survey of early Antillean information proceeds, the reader might wish to keep in mind Pane's words regarding the use of the maiohauau in accompanying the recitation or singing of ancient texts; this can probably be taken as the first known reference to the practice which was later to be given the name areito by other writers.
Bartolome Spanish cascabel, for the Spanish cascabeles were shinier and louder than the native ones, which were very cleverly made of wood and contained small stones. 5 Cascabel in Spanish means a small closed bell or jingle rather than anything as large as a modern hand-held maraca, but this passage has often been cited in support of the belief that the maraca was known in the Antilles at the time of the Conquista.
Insofar as Antillean reporting is concerned, Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes (1478-1557) was already more a historian than a chronicler, having arrived in the New World only in 1514 at the age of 36; by this time the tide of conquest was passing on from the Antilles to the Central and South American mainlands. Oviedo occupied various official posts, mainly on the mainland of South America but also at Hispaniola in the 1530s.
Oviedo was acquainted with Las Casas, although as a loyal courtier and colonial administrator he held some of the Dominican's more polemical thought in scorn. It is difficult to determine how much of Oviedo's writing is based on observation, how much on the first-or second-hand reports of the many persons whom he interviewed, and how much on Pane's Relacion and other sources. Las Casas himself sharply and repeatedly criticized Oviedo, claiming that only fifty Indians remained in Hispaniola when Oviedo arrived there, and that in any case the historian had his information only at second hand and from an unreliable source, at that. '6 Of interest to us is Oviedo's generalized description of the areito, here identified as "another way of recalling past and ancient things.""7 This description may have been based on Oviedo's own observations in Hispaniola; on the other hand, it could have come from Pane or from some other source. Oviedo describes a large wooden drum of unpleasant sound, used occasionally in accompanying the areito. As described and as depicted in Oviedo's own drawing, the instrument consisted of a hollowed tree trunk 5. Small shells rattling pleasantly together as worn on belts, bracelets, necklaces, and anklets, presumably at Hispaniola as first described by Peter Martyr. These are described in no other early source.
6. Las Casas' wooden cascabeles, reported at Hispaniola. 7. The trinkets or toys, perhaps maracas, made to sound by two members of the chief's entourage which met Columbus at Bahia de las Vacas in Jamaica, reported by Bernaldez. 
